Team Welcome
Tuesday, August 6th 2019
Thank you to all volunteers #FSG19!
AGENDA

1. Schedule of the week
2. Facts, news & general aspects
3. Awards
3. Briefing (Wednesday & Thursday)
Schedule – Highlights FSG 2019

**TUESDAY**
- Registration
- Technical Inspection
- Team Welcome

**THURSDAY**
- CV, EV Skid Pad,
- CV, DV, EV Acceleration
- DV Autocross

**WEDNESDAY**
- DV, EV Statics,
- CV Special Awards,
- FSG Academy On Site

**SATURDAY**
- DV Trackdrive,
- CV, EV Autocross
- Award Ceremony Part I

**SUNDAY**
- CV, EV Endurance,
- Award Ceremony Part II

**THURSDAY**
- CV Statics,
- DV Skid Pad,
- Panoramic Picture
FSG 2019 Facts

- 119 Teams
- 25 Nations
- 3,380 Participants
- 450 Officials
- 41,781 Followers on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter & YouTube
What means of transportation used the teams to get their car to Hockenheim?
Road to FSG

6.637 km?
Pre-FSG-You-really-sent-that-thing-via-rail-Award

Car 18
Liuzhou UAS

Car 76
Jinzhou LUT
Do's & Don'ts

- in case of emergency: medical center or call 112!
- keep the noise level in pits low (grinding etc.)
- handheld umbrellas only
- English is the official language

- **eventsite**: strictly no alcohol!
  → alcohol tests possible
- no stuff outside your pits
- no tents, pavilions, tarps in the dynamic area
Do’s & Don’ts

- Remember entrance permissions:
  - **DYNAMIC AREA**: dynamic west
  - **CHARGING TENT**: yellow access card
Weather situation

- high temperatures expected for the entire week
- risk of thunderstorms during the mid-week → consider it when setting up your campsite
- stay HYDRATED ... (with non-alcoholic beverages 😊)
- remember: in Germany plastic bottles are recycled
  → motivation to bring them back = 0.25 € per bottle
Morning briefings

- **Mon-Thu**: no physical briefing; slides are published on the FSG Website / FSG Today the night before
- **Fri-Sun**: Attendance of drivers, ESO, ASR are obligatory, Team Captains recommended
- slide decks are published **after** the physical morning briefing
Official announcements

OFFICIAL announcements will be published EXCLUSIVELY on the FSG Today site

- log in with your FSG account details and see your team-specific updates and schedules, changes

today.formulastudent.de
Social Media channels

twitter.com/FormulaStudentG
facebook.com/FSGeV
formulastudentgermany
Linkedin.com/company/18687577

Official hashtags:
#FSG19
#BeSmarterBeFaster
#FSGkeepinmind
Mobile workshop

- mobile workshop is located next to the tunnel
- team members of HAWKS Racing, Weingarten & HTW Motorsport support support the
- registration form must be filled in
- the cost of material purchase/order is taken over by team
FSG Academy On Site

- provided by sponsors, free of charge
- sessions are held on the event grounds (South Stand)
- find the detailed plan on the FSG website or in the FSG Forum
- limited slots are available → first-come first-serve
- sign up at sponsor’s booths
Input for commentators

Please share things you want them to talk about your team when you’re on track!

https://fsg.one/YLhRJ

What?
- fun facts regarding your team
- your car's name
- drivers and their nicknames
- shout outs
Official Formula Student gear available!

- location and time of sales is announced via FSG Today!
Who helped you this week? Who’s a real sportsman?

Please nominate teams via the FSG Sportmanship Award form located at the counter in the FSG Forum.
FSD Overall 2018 – ZUERICH ETH

Team: AMZ Driverless
Country: Switzerland
Class: Formula Student Driverless
FSE Overall 2018 – ZUERICH ETH
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